Site council 10/13/16
6:02 Call meeting to order
Attendance: Teachers Colby Way and Devin Michel Way, Principal Nancy Kleine, Pam, Tania, Jennifer,
Charlemagne
Public: Camille and Craig Parry
Pledge of Allegiance
Reading of the minutes. Accepting the minutes, Tania seconds.
Agenda: Nancy amends agenda to take out the Mission statement and tabling it until November. Adding
District goals to the agenda instead.
Also, adding swearing in of Jennifer. Heather O. has the binder – will do in November.
Pam motion to accept the agenda, Char Seconds.
Nancy moves to the Budget meeting.
Colby plays the video of the budget meeting.
Nancy offers the videos on the main page for interested people. Pam asks to move on to the questions
we need to answer.
Nancy reads the questions to the group. Nancy goes over Port Graham School’s General Fund. Break into
groups to discuss ideas to cut the budget. Groups share ideas to Nancy.
Nancy presents the KPBSD 2012-2017 Strategic Plan Goals. Group discusses the Academic Success
goals and recalls ways that Port Graham School has shown these in the last five years.
iPads for Orcas Update. Nancy: Roll out was last month and the iPads are in action. Today we are the
grateful receivers of a donation from Deb McMullen and the Variety Store for $1,500 for apps. KBBI
did a radio broadcast and write up of our Roll out. Colby will be using the ipads for the Genius Projects
with the secondary class.
Devin has been in contact with Eddie Wood the Dance Instructor and he is hoping to come back out to
Port Graham to continue teaching the students dance.
Nancy presented the School Development Plan and its 2016-17 progress.
Nancy discussed the Equipment Grant Submission.
Nancy thanked the teachers for the Cross Country season.
Nancy discussed the March Board Meeting and the presentation she and Devin are working on.
Halloween: Haunted Hospital will be held before the Carnival. HH will begin at 5:15 and the carnival will
open at 6:00. Pam asked if anyone was interested in running a food sale during the carnival or before.
Pam suggests student council help in shifts with the booths. Pam went through the games and we added
new ideas to the list.

Colby presented the Sports awards to the council. The jackets would be given to the 5 cross country
participants. Colby asked the site council for $325 and the cross country budget would match that. The
council approved that.
Colby then presented the sweat shirts that will be for sale as a fundraiser for Cross Country. Each
hoodie would cost $32.00 and the school would sell them for a profit.
Colby presented a student’s image for a t-shirt design with the motto “We Run Our Tails Off”.
Colby then discussed Spring Cross Country and that we may move the time back to 5:15 in order to get
the entire village involved. This way everyone can get off of work and come out to walk, ride bikes, run,
etc. as a family and community.
Pam and Nancy discussed the building use agreement with Gym Nights.
Project grad was not in the office.
Pam checked with Nancy, Colby, and Devin and all were good.
Next meeting will be on November 8th at 6:00 in Port Graham School.
Pam calls the meeting to a close at 7:41 pm.

